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REPORT SUMMARY
1.

The council performance management framework has 25 key measures
aligned to the strategic objectives in the Council Plan 2017-21. This report
summarises the performance of these in the 2018/19 municipal year, see
table 1 and Appendix A.

2.

16 of the 25 measures have met or exceeded their target, including the rate of
delayed transfers of care attributable to social care, the percentage of
planning applications determined in timescale and the percentage of calls to
the customer service centre answered within 60 seconds. Seven measures
fell just short of target, although within tolerance and two measures require
improvement and fell below target.

3.

Commentary on performance and remedial action for those measures falling
short of target is included in Appendix A.

1.

DETAILS OF RECOMMENDATION(S)

RECOMMENDATION: That Cabinet notes the report and:
i)

Endorses the 2018/19 Annual Performance Report, summarised in
Table 1 and Appendix A.

ii)

Requests relevant Lead Members, Directors and Heads of Service
to maintain focus on improving performance.

iii)

Delegates authority to Executive Directors in conjunction with Lead
Members to amend and confirm the Performance Management
Framework for 2019/20.

2.

REASON(S) FOR RECOMMENDATION(S) AND OPTIONS CONSIDERED

2.1

In November 2017, Cabinet approved the council’s Performance Management
Framework (PMF) of 25 key measures aligned to its refreshed Council Plan,
with six strategic priorities over the plan period 2017-2021:
 Healthy, skilled and independent residents
 Safe and vibrant communities.
 Growing economy, affordable housing.
 Attractive and well-connected borough.
 Well-managed resources delivering value for money.
 An excellent customer experience.

2.2

This report summarises the annual performance for 2018/19, 1 April 2018 – 31
March 2019, see table 1.
It shows that 16 of the 25 measures met or exceeded the target across the
range of council services including:
 The rate of delayed transfers of care attributable to social care which is 0.
 The speed of processing planning applications – 73.3% major applications
and 82.2% minor planning applications.
 The speed of answering the telephone in the customer service centre –
81.2% in 60 seconds.
 The average number of days to process new housing benefit claims and
changes in circumstances – 4.4 days.
 The percentage of household waste sent for reuse or recycling – 46.8%.

2.3

2.4

Seven measures fell just short of target, although still within the tolerance for
the measure and two measures require improvement and were out of
tolerance. Detailed performance for all measures is available in Appendix A
including commentary for those measures which are below target.
Table 1: 2018/19 Performance Summary
Measure
Succeeding
1.2.1 Percentage of children with a
review at 2-2.5 years of age
1.2.3 Percentage of care-leavers in
education, employment or training
1.4.1 Number of permanent
admissions to care for those aged
65+yrs
1.4.2 Rate of delayed transfers of
care, per 100,000 population, which
are attributable to Adult Social Care
1.4.3 Percentage of rehabilitation
clients still at home 91 days after
discharge from hospital
1.5.3 Number of carers supported by
dedicated services directly
commissioned by RBWM
2.1.1 Percentage of Child Protection
Plans lasting 2yrs or more

Near
Target

1
1

1

1

1

1

Needs
improvement
1

Measure
2.1.2 Percentage of children referred
to children's social care more than
once within last 12mths
2.1.4 Percentage of adult
safeguarding service users reporting
satisfaction
2.3.1 Number of volunteers
supporting council activities
3.2.1 Percentage of shops, offices,
commercial spaces vacant
3.4.1 Number of affordable homes
delivered
3.5.1 Number of homelessness
preventions through council advice
and activity
3.5.2 Number of homeless
households placed in temporary
accommodation
4.1.3 Percentage of Major planning
applications processed in time
4.1.4 Percentage of Minor planning
applications processed in time
4.1.6 Performance of the Tivoli
contract
4.2.1 Percentage of household waste
sent for reuse, recycling
4.4.1 Number of days of roadworks
on highways saved
5.3.1 Percentage of calls answered
within 60 seconds
5.3.2 Percentage of calls abandoned
after 5 seconds
5.3.3 Average no. days to process
new claims and changes in
circumstances (Housing Benefits)
5.3.4 Percentage of calls resolved
right first time
6.1.1 Percentage collection rate for
Council Tax
6.1.2 Percentage collection rate for
Non Domestic Rates (Business
Rates)
Total

2.5

Succeeding

Near
Target
1

Needs
improvement

1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

16

7

2

Performance management framework 2019-2020
A review of the indicators in the Performance Management Framework was
undertaken in January 2019. The indicators in the framework for 2019-2020
will be confirmed between Directors and the relevant Lead Members.
Options

Table 2: Options arising from this report
Option
Comments
Endorse the evolution of the
The council’s focus on continuous
performance management
performance improvement provides
framework, focused on embedding a residents and the council with more
performance culture within the
timely, accurate and relevant
council and measuring delivery of
information; evolving the council’s
the council’s six strategic priorities.
performance management
This is the recommended option
framework using performance
information and business
intelligence ensures it reflects the
council’s ongoing priorities.
Failure to use performance
Without using the information
information to understand the
available to the council to better
council, improve and maintain
understand its activity, it is not
performance of council services and possible to make informed decisions
develop reporting to members and
and is more difficult to seek
residents.
continuous improvement and
understand delivery against the
council’s strategic priorities.
3.

KEY IMPLICATIONS

3.1

The key implications of the report are set out in table 3.
Table 3: Key Implications
Outcome
Unmet
Met
The council is
on target to
deliver its six
strategic
priorities
outlined in the
Council Plan
2017-21.

<100%
100% of
of
priorities
priorities on target
on
target.

Exceeded Significantly Date of
Exceeded
delivery
31 March
2020

4.

FINANCIAL DETAILS / VALUE FOR MONEY

4.1

There are no direct financial implications arising from the recommendations.

5.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1

There are no legal implications arising from the recommendations.

6.

RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1

The risks and their controls are outlined in table 4.

Table 4: Impact of risk and mitigation
Risks
Uncontrolled Controls
risk
Poor
HIGH
Robust performance
performance
management within
management
services and at executive
processes in
level to embed a
place causing a
performance management
lack of progress
culture throughout the
towards
organisation, developing
achieving the
effective and timely
council’s
reporting.
strategic aims
and objectives.

Controlled
risk
LOW

7.

POTENTIAL IMPACTS

7.1

There are no Equality Impact Assessments or Privacy Impact Assessments
required for this report.

8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

Ongoing performance of the measures within the Performance Management
Framework 2019/20, alongside other measures and business intelligence
information, will be regularly reported to the council’s four Overview and
Scrutiny Panels.

9.

TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

9.1

Implementation date if not called in: Immediately. The full implementation
stages are set out in table 5.
Table 5: Implementation timetable
Date
Details
May 2019
Performance Management Framework 2019/20 finalised
by Directors in conjunction with relevant Lead Members.
November 2019 Cabinet consideration of half year performance against
the performance management framework
June 2019
Cabinet consideration of the annual performance report
Ongoing
Regular review of performance by the Corporate
Leadership Team.
Ongoing
Performance reports considered by the council’s four
Overview and Scrutiny Panels; finalised dates to be
determined as part of the work programme for each
Panel.

10.

APPENDICES

10.1 This report is supported by one appendix:

 Appendix A: Performance Management Framework 2018/19 (printed).
11.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

11.1 This report is supported by one background document:
 Council Plan 2017-21:
https://www3.rbwm.gov.uk/downloads/file/3320/2017-2021_-_council_plan
12.

CONSULTATION (MANDATORY)
Name of
consultee
Cllr Shelim

Duncan Sharkey
Russell O’Keefe
Andy Jeffs
Rob Stubbs
Elaine Browne
Nikki Craig
Louisa Dean
Kevin McDaniel
Hilary Hall

Post held
Lead Member for HR, Legal &
IT (includes Performance
Management)
Managing Director
Executive Director
Executive Director
Section 151 Officer
Interim Head of Law and
Governance
Head of HR and Corporate
Projects
Communications
Director of Children’s Services
Deputy Director of
Commissioning and Strategy

Date
sent
31/05/19

Date
returned
31/05/19

30/05/19
30/05/19
30/05/19
30/05/19
30/05/19

06/06/19
06/06/19
30/05/19
30/05/19
30/05/19

30/05/19

30/05/19

30/05/19
30/05/19
26/05/19

06/06/19
30/05/19
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Decision type:
Non-key decision

Urgency item?
No

To Follow item?
No

Report Author: Anna Robinson, Strategy and Performance Manager, 01628
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Appendix A: Performance Management Framework 2018/19

Commentary: This indicator measures the number of children whose parents take up a face to face health visitor review within six months
of their second birthday. Despite putting in processes to follow up all non-responders, the proportion of parents choosing to take up a face
to face review declined in the period January to March with a number not coming out in the cold/wet weather. A further 2% have
subsequently had a review out of timescale. The service makes home visits to all targeted children with 100% completion of reviews in the
quarter. The remainder declined / no response with the highest proportions in the least deprived wards. Kevin to add further contextual
measure around the number of parents indicating that they do not want a review.

Commentary: Performance against this indicator remains strong, although just below target and compares favourably with national at
82.9% and the South East regional figure at 82.2%. This figure will fluctuate depending on the condition of individual residents in the
cohort. There is a trend of residents being discharged with a range of highly complex co-conditions leading to frailty and resulting illness
that means that they cannot remain at home 91 days after discharge.

Commentary: This data reflects the actual registrations with the Signal4Carers (for adult carers) and Family Action (for young carers). A
slight anomaly in the target vs actual data for the quarter has been identified and work is underway with both commissioned organisations
to streamline future reporting requirements so that the data is consistent across both organisations.

Commentary: This is the proportion of closed Child Protection plans that lasted more than two years when closed. The sample size is
very small. The service reviews all Child Protection plans that have been in place for more than a year to determine if further action should
be taken to reduce the risks of significant harm. On occasion, the review indicates that actions are working and need more time resulting
in better outcomes for the children. The service is satisfied that appropriate actions have been taken with these families, resulting in the
plans ceasing.

Commentary (2.1.2): This is the proportion of referrals that relate to children who have had two or more referrals to the Single Point of
Access in the previous 12 months. In response to the Ofsted focused visit of the front door, a number of cases were reopened to ensure
that all assessments had been appropriate; this created short-term workload pressure in the team, slowing some responses and leading to
some additional referrals. The same Ofsted visit, however, confirmed that the thresholds are accurate and therefore we expect the rate to
fall back into the 15% - 20% range in the coming quarter.

Commentary: Although the end of year outturn is just short of the target, performance in Q4 was 21 against a target of 22. It is expected
that the continued move to a more prevention led approach alongside the recruitment of permanent staff to the new housing team
structure will see the number of preventions increase.

Commentary: Additional resources have recently been secured to improve poor performance in specific areas, for example: litter bin
emptying. However, sustained improvement across the contract is not being realised – increased performance management and
monitoring is in place and issues have been escalated to Director level within ‘Tivoli’. Financial penalties have been applied and revised
contract options are being considered between officers; Lead Member and ‘Tivoli’, including giving notice on the contract.

Commentary: Although the collection rate target was missed, the monetary value of the collection rate achieved was £2,781,895 more
than in 2017/18.

Commentary: Although the collection rate target was missed, the monetary value of the collection rate achieved was £4,483,497 more
than last year. Analysis shows that, until 20 March 2019, the collection rate was on target to be achieved. However, in the last 11 days of
the financial year, £1m less was paid by businesses when compared to the same period last year. This will form part of the arrears due
and collection will continue against the sums outstanding.

